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Selected complex aspects of nuclear problems

Some evident sources of 
complexity in nuclei

-There are many nuclei (>3000). Nuclear 
phenomena evolve along the nuclear chart.  A 

unified description of all facets  would be desirable.    

-Ideally, one should get all phenomena from the bare interaction
BUT nuclei are mesoscopic systems (A~1-500) with bad numerical scaling.    

(from T. Otsuka)

-Each nucleus is a complex problem per se.   

(Energy landscape of a molecule)
This motivates the search of disruptive techniques 
(high risk/high potential benefits )



Machine learning: selected opportunities in nuclear physics

An illustration with the nuclear Energy Density Functional theory

two-body

three-body

one-body
Self-consistent

Mean-field

“Human guided” reduction of complexity
using symmetry consideration  

Machine learning: a different angle of attack 

Goals: Automatize the “theoretical production” process 
Reduces “significantly” the numerical cost
Teach artificial intelligence (AI) to predict nuclear physics 



Machine learning is a growing field

Neural networks used as a mean to IR 
extrapolate (𝑁!" → ∞)

• Jiang et. al. PRC 100 (2019)• Negoita et. al. PRC 99 (2019)



One recent illustration: prediction of masses, deformation and spectrum by neural network

Conventional strategy

Select nucleus
(N,Z) 

Compute its HFB 
energy landscape Map the energy 

Landscape onto a 5D 
Collective Hamiltonian Deformations, 

Energy Spectrums,
Transition 
amplitudes, …

Select nucleus
(N,Z) 

Goal: replace the time-consuming part by a neural network

Map the energy 
Landscape onto a 5D 

Collective Hamiltonian Deformations, 
Energy Spectrums,
Transition 
amplitudes, …

Network trained on a limited 
set of  HFB datas

Regnier, Lasseri, Ebran, Penon, arXiv:1910.04132

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.04132
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Another potential use of AI: learning how to select Many-body states

technology from picture
manipulation to tailor SRG
generator or phase-
equivalent transformations

• Reduce induced interactions
• Preconditioning of MB problem

Propagate to MB (e.g. like
IM-SRG) or Hamiltonian
matrix generation for CI
method

SRG

Evolved to « look like » 𝑇kin
preconditioning

Assume two-body, 3-
body interaction

Pick M
B 

basis 

RAM limit
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The goal is to overcome the limitation of our
computing capabilities
Few ways can be followed:

ü Neural Networks used as a standard tool 
for extrapolation of the  MB basis

§ Neural Network as a classifier for un-
converged computation of resonances

§ Many-body ansatz based on Neural 
Network for fermionic species (übosons)§ High-dimensionality principal

components analysis of
Hamiltonian matrix



Example 

RIGETTI superconducting 19 Qubit
(from G. Hagen)A timely period

Entering into the Quantum Computing age



Where we are now ?

We are at the NISQ (Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum) era.
Quantum computers can be used but they are stable for very 
short time (noise, decoherence, …). Only short QC circuits can 

be run.  

When is beyond the NISQ era?

International context
The QC/QIS scientific community

https://sites.google.com/uw.edu/qcqisfornucleartheory/home


General strategy

Take a simple version of 
your favorite many-body problem 

Map/formulate  it as a problem 
with Qubit

Use standard QC algorithms
or 

Propose new QC algorithms

Test on a true 
QC

Test on a 
QC emulator

Strategy
Constraint: -Work with a restricted number of operation

-Control the inherent quantum noise

-Design new algorithms adapted to the 
many-body problem



Take a simple version of 
your favorite many-body problem 

Map/formulate  it as a problem 
with Qubit
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or 

Propose new QC algorithms

Test on a true 
QC

Test on a 
QC emulator

Illustration I

Strategy

This automatically map the Hamiltonian as a 
function of Pauli Matrix
Use the VQE quantum-classical algorithm
with 10000 measurements on QX5 (19Q)

Schematic deuteron Hamiltonian in Harmonic basis

a†n(an) create (annih.)
1 deuteron in |ni

Use Pauli matrices+Jordan-Wigner transformation

0 (1) particles in |ni | "i(| #i)



Take a simple version of 
your favorite many-body problem 

Map/formulate  it as a problem 
with Qubit
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or 

Propose new QC algorithms

Test on a true 
QC

Test on a 
QC emulator

Strategy

Illustration II

Use the Suzuki-Trotter method for the propagator
+ specific QC circuits for each contribbutions

N.B: works only on QC emulator(from M. constantinou, Santa Fe)

Start with the discretized s model

Map it to a Spin algebra (fuzzy sphere)

Jk are generators of the SU(2) algebra

“only” j=1/2 was considered

This gives the link with Pauli matrices



Summary

A.I. is an existing widely used technology

Can potentially boost the nuclear theory field. 
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Quantum computing is a high risk/high benefit
interdisciplinary field  
It might lead to unprecedented boost in theory
(see emerging US program)

It leads to natural link between public research and 
private companies (IBM, Google, …)

It leads to natural link between public research and 
private companies (IBM, Google, …)

Emerging QC programs in France 

Possible impact: guiding exp. on where are 
the relevant information
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A.I. is an existing widely used technology

Synergy between CNRS, 
CEA, CEA-DAM 

Can potentially boost the nuclear theory field. 

Quantum computing is a high risk/high benefit
interdisciplinary field  
It might lead to unprecedented boost in theory
(see emerging US program)

It leads to natural link between public research and 
private companies (IBM, Google, …)

It leads to natural link between public research and 
private companies (IBM, Google, …)

Emerging QC programs in France 

Impulse [Phynet team in IJCLab Orsay]

In IN2P3 – First workshop in Orsay
(~70 participants, physicists, engineers and 
computer scientists) 

Synergy:

Possible impact: guiding exp. on where are 
the relevant information


